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Executive Summary
This report reframes the discussion around smart growth and sustainable development by
emphasizing the need for an explicit environmental justice objective in planning. Specifically, this report
takes a look at Lincoln Heights – a low-income neighborhood in Los Angeles that is disproportionately
burdened by the effects of industrial and mobile-source pollution – and it asserts that the City of Los
Angeles should take deliberate steps toward improving environmental justice outcomes in that
neighborhood. The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan, a land use document that establishes a specialuse district near Lincoln Heights, is one such opportunity that could potentially turn the smart growth
rhetoric of fostering equity and inclusion into environmental justice reality.
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Introduction
“What I like to say – and have said – is that
environmental justice is our unfinished business.”
– Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator
On the 40th anniversary of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Administrator Lisa
Jackson reflected on the incredible legacy of the agency’s work: the removal of lead from gasoline and
the air, increased access to safe drinking water, and the reduction of dangerous air pollution by 50%,
among others. Yet in spite of these accomplishments, she noted that a significant challenge remains: the
issue of environmental justice continues to be the Agency’s “unfinished business.” These sentiments were
echoed across the highest levels of the Obama Administration, which convened the first-ever White
House Forum on Environmental Justice last December. The Forum provided a voice to the
underrepresented communities across the U.S. that are burdened by the disproportionate effects of air
pollution.1
At the most basic level, environmental justice is a movement that argues everyone deserves equal
protection for environmental health and environmental quality. Environmental justice acknowledges that
people of color and low-income communities are more likely to live in close proximity to hazardous
pollution sites, have less involvement with public decision-making, and be subject to weaker enforcement
of environmental laws.
The consequences of environmental injustice are tragic. Low-income and minority communities
face higher rates of heart disease, cancer, and respiratory illness, three of the deadliest health threats in the
U.S. that can be traced to the urban environment – smog, air pollution, and toxics exposure. Recent
research indicates that air pollution has a negative impact on classroom learning, diabetes, and asthma;
and it disproportionately burdens people of color. Nationwide, 30 million Latinos live in areas where air
quality fails to meet national standards. Latino children suffer from the highest rates of leukemia, a cancer
linked in part to pesticide chemicals. African Americans are far more likely to live near hazardous waste
disposal sites or industrial parks than whites.2
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These conditions drive up healthcare costs and hit the uninsured the hardest. They harm
marginalized communities in cities across the U.S., hurting schools and driving away investment from
businesses. The costs of air pollution alone amount to $1,250 per resident in Los Angeles.3 Lacking
economic opportunities, educational opportunities, and protection from environmental harm,
environmental justice communities face inequity and injustice from multiple sources.
Conscious of the issues at hand, government officials, community leaders, academics, and
activists are coming together to solve environmental injustice. The federal government has integrated
environmental justice criteria into many of its agencies’ missions. Environmental justice task forces and
collaboratives are present at the state and municipal levels, and community organizations are taking on
issues in response to acute local problems.
In Los Angeles County, the environmental justice movement is tackling a host of issues, from
protecting the region’s poorest communities from its waste systems to reducing industrial pollution from
oil refineries, power plants, and intermodal facilities. The deleterious effects of the goods movement
industry are being addressed, with communities fighting against freeway expansion and pushing forward
innovative policies like the Clean Truck Program in the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.
Researchers, policymakers, and community members are actively working to address the cumulative
environmental impacts of unregulated toxics and hazards in L.A.’s most overburdened neighborhoods.
In seeking a solution to these “toxic hot spots”, the environmental justice community is looking
increasingly to land use regulation as a means of improving environmental health outcomes. Researchers
are pointing to local planning, zoning, and permitting as important tools that governments already have on
hand to address the problem of cumulative environmental impacts. Progressive, community-informed
approaches to planning can lead to the development of healthier and more just neighborhoods – places
that not only are sited far from toxic hazards but have adequate open green space, innovative urban
design, access to transit, economic opportunities, and a vibrant community. Urban planners and
environmental justice activists alike are seeing how incorporating sustainability and smart growth into
planning pays off in improving environmental health outcomes.
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Currently, the Los Angeles Collaborative for Environmental Health and Justice is campaigning
for a comprehensive, community-developed policy framework to the City of Los Angeles called “Clean
Up Green Up” that would incorporate these planning, zoning, and permitting tools to prevent the further
increase of toxic hot spots. The campaign proposes the prevention and mitigation of environmental
hazards through these tools as well as strategies for community revitalization that address the crucial
needs of employment and investment in Los Angeles’s disproportionately burdened communities. By
investing in sustainable economic development and emerging clean technologies, the campaign asserts
that these revitalization strategies can result in local growth that goes hand-in-hand with achieving
environmental justice.
On a similar level, the Los Angeles Department of City Planning and the Community
Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) are in the process of developing a 663-acre “smart
growth” Specific Plan (Figure 1) and Redevelopment Plan respectively for the Cornfield Arroyo Seco
Plan Area located northeast of downtown Los Angeles within Chinatown, Lincoln Heights, and Cypress
Park that could potentially usher in a new era of progressive planning and revitalization to address these
issues of incompatible land uses and underinvestment. The Specific Plan and proposed Redevelopment
Project Area are singular opportunities to shape the outcome of the Lincoln Heights neighborhood, in
particular, for the next decades to come; and they hold the potential for cleaning up environmental
hazards, improving the health of its residents, and encouraging economic growth and green jobs.
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Figure 1: Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan Area
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Environmental Justice in Lincoln Heights: An Evaluation of the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan
This report reframes this discussion around smart growth and sustainable development by
emphasizing the need to explicitly integrate environmental justice objectives into planning, beyond the
presumption that progressive land use policies automatically equate to healthier communities.
Specifically, this report looks at the environmental justice situation in Lincoln Heights, and it asserts that,
given the preponderance of industrial land uses and major traffic corridors in this predominantly lowincome and minority neighborhood, the City of Los Angeles and the CRA/LA have an obligation to take
deliberate steps toward improving environmental justice outcomes in the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan
Area. By rethinking the Specific Plan and proposed Redevelopment Plan in these terms, the agencies will
be able to transcend the traditional rift between redevelopment and community-based organizations and
turn the smart growth rhetoric of fostering equity and inclusion into environmental justice reality.
Chapter 1 of this report takes a historic look at the nexus between urban planning and public
health, and it describes present-day attempts to realign the two disciplines under the framework of
environmental justice. A review of literature finds that smart growth does have the potential to improve
environmental health outcomes by enabling more physical activity, but questions remain as to how
effective smart growth can be in reducing the exposure of overburdened populations to environmental
hazards and air pollution. This highlights the importance of an explicit environmental justice agenda in
planning, particularly for smart growth infill developments like the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan Area.
Chapter 2 profiles the Lincoln Heights neighborhood, and it assesses the present-day
environmental justice situation within the Plan Area using an Environmental Justice Screening
Methodology (EJSM) developed by researchers from Occidental College, USC, and UC Berkeley. The
screening results are verified through a community-based participatory research project called Ground
Truthing, in which members from a local youth organization, Southeast Asian Community Alliance
(SEACA), collect data on environmental hazards and sensitive land uses within the Plan Area. By
employing these observations from community members, who have firsthand knowledge and an
understanding of the neighborhood, the chapter utilizes Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
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technology to spatially analyze the Plan Area for current land use conflicts. The intent of the chapter is to
provide an environmental justice baseline prior to the implementation of the Specific Plan, pointing out
challenges for environmental justice as the Plan moves forward. The results of this environmental justice
profile can be used to inform the forthcoming Environmental Impact Review (EIR) public review process.
Chapter 3 describes the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan in detail, and it assesses the
document for its impact on environmental health and justice. This chapter builds on the literature review
finding that the built environment can improve environmental health by enabling more physical activity
through utilitarian walking, and it assesses two dimensions of sustainability in the Specific Plan – smart
growth and urban design – as to how effectively it can encourage this physical activity.
Chapter 4 evaluates the Specific Plan in relation to the “ground truthed” baseline environmental
justice profile findings, making a projection as to how overburdened populations will likely be impacted
by the Plan in terms of exposure to environmental hazards and air pollution. The chapter performs a
spatial analysis of the proposed Specific Plan in relation to current sources of hazards and sensitive
receptor sites, identifying potential land use conflicts under the Plan. As discussed in the Chapter 3, the
Specific Plan shows environmental justice promise by enabling more community members of different
ages and backgrounds to perform routine physical activity, but Chapter 4 chapter reveals that the Plan’s
impact on air pollution exposure for overburdened populations is more dubious.
Chapter 5 presents a framework from the community’s perspective – based on observations and
conversations with SEACA staff and members – on how the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Project Area should
move forward. This section is a call to action for community stakeholders, and it provides
recommendations for the City of Los Angeles and the CRA/LA on how they can take steps toward
improving the environmental justice situation in the Plan Area.
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Chapter 1 / Background
This section reviews literature from the fields of urban planning and public health to build on the
case that environmental justice should be an objective of land use planning – particularly for the
progressive smart growth planning movement, which lays claim to the idea that certain patterns of
development lead to better health outcomes than others. There is already extensive literature on the
relationship between the built environment and public health, much of which can be categorized into two
distinct camps: one, from urban planners, that focuses on how enlightened land use planning will result in
more physically active and therefore healthier communities; and the other, from environmental justice
activists, that focuses on how poor land use planning has resulted in disproportionately high rates of
illness from exposure to air pollution. However, there are comparatively few examples of studies linking
the two disciplines together – that is, studies that factor in the presence of overburdened populations in
polluted areas when planning for smart growth or sustainable development. Making this connection is
critical because cities cannot effectively plan for a healthy built environment, like what Los Angeles is
striving for in the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan Area, without taking into consideration the issues of
cumulative environmental impacts and inequity.

Roots of the Urban Planning and Public Health Connection: Contagion of Disease
The synergy between urban planning and public health began in the mid-19th century during the
Industrial Revolution, though the degree of collaboration between the disciplines has varied since then. In
recent years, this connection has regained interest as the link between suburban development patterns and
the contemporary health crises of obesity and cancer became evident. Today the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) views urban planning in the context of improving health, defining it as a
field that “[improves] the welfare of persons and communities by creating more convenient, equitable,
healthful, efficient, and attractive places” and addressing such issues as transportation, housing, natural
resource utilization, and environmental protection through a “master plan,” which can include, but is not
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limited to, a Specific Plan. Urban planning and public health share many of the same goals and
perspectives: both strive to improve human well being, focus on the needs of sensitive populations,
address complex social systems, and rely on community-based participatory methods. 4
The two fields have been intertwined for most of their histories, but their synergy grew out of a
crisis in the mid-19th century, when the population of large cities in the U.S. and Europe increased
exponentially as a consequence of migration to urban areas and rapid industrialization.5 Unsanitary
industrial cities became home to hundreds of thousands of workers and a haven for disease and
epidemics, leading to a marked decrease in life expectancy.6 The lack of a sanitary infrastructure and the
location of industry within residential areas led to public health crises like tuberculosis and a general
accumulation of filth and foul smells.7 Poor housing, inadequate ventilation, and dangerous working
conditions compounded the problem and caused devastating outbreaks of typhoid fever and cholera.8
The goal of preventing further outbreaks emerged out from that period. Urban planning and
public health evolved together “as a consequence of late-19th-century efforts to reduce the harmful effects
of rapid industrialization and urbanization, particularly infectious diseases.”9 Out of that effort was
sanitation reform and “legal measures to mitigate the adverse public health impacts of urban development
and industrial uses.”10 The Tenement House Act of 1901 in New York required an increase of light and
air in housing developments to combat infectious disease from overcrowding and poor conditions. There
were dramatic improvements to public health attributable to changes in the built environment, like sewers
and the move of residential areas away from noxious industrial facilities. Urban planners and public
health officials worked together in this “era of miasma and contagion”, and municipalities instituted
sanitation reforms like garbage collection and rodent control that were influenced by Edwin Chadwick’s
groundbreaking “The Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population” report out of Britain. Planners also
used unabashedly the powers of state to separate populations that were suspected of causing disease.11
Beyond making physical changes in the built environment, urban planning and public health
began to take on an academic perspective and utilize various analytical tools. In 1854, physician John
Snow geographically mapped a cholera outbreak in London, enabling him to identify a public water pump
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as the source of the outbreak. Planner Frederick Law Olmsted, who served as President Lincoln’s U.S.
Sanitary Commission Secretary, fathered the concept that community design relates to physical and
mental health; and he went on to design hundreds of places, including New York’s Central Park.12 Two of
the seven founders of the American Public Health Association (1872) were urban designers – one was an
architect and the other a housing specialist – and housing in the UK became the responsibility of the
Ministry of Health.13 The synergies of these close knit social disciplines were especially evident in three
areas: the promotion of green space for physical wellbeing and mental health, prevention of infectious
disease through sanitary infrastructure, and protection from exposure to hazardous industrial pollution.14
At the turn of the century, public health and urban planning took on the view that concentrating
residents in close proximity to businesses and industries was an unhealthy idea, and the earliest zoning
ordinances were soon established. These land use laws separated “neighborhoods for residential, business,
and industrial uses and specified building heights, setbacks, and the density of use,” and they were
“consistently justified because population deconcentration and separation of uses improved ‘public health,
safety, morals, [and] general welfare.’”15 Some planners in the U.S. were particularly inspired by the
authoritarian Haussmann model of zoning, which “focused on functionality and a hierarchical ordering of
land use that tended to separate residential areas from other land uses, particularly those involving
industry.”16 This segregation of land uses was justified because it isolated functions of the economy that
were deemed unhealthy, and zoning served to “immunize” residents from air pollution and other
undesirable externalities of the rapidly industrializing economy.17 The Haussmann model was ultimately
reflected in the City Beautiful movement, which replaced many small, human-scaled and mixed-use
buildings and streets with large grand-scale buildings and boulevards, as well as in the social agenda of
the early 20th-century U.S. housing reform movement,18 which theorized that the physical disorder and
dilapidation of the urban environment determined the moral condition of its inhabitants.19 Zoning was
validated in the 1926 Supreme Court case Ambler Realty v. Village of Euclid that, acknowledging the
health basis of zoning, granted municipalities the right to control land uses, although in practice the
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decision resulted more in a focus on property rights and residential neighborhood values than on its public
health roots.20
Through the first half of the 20th century, public health shifted its driving ideology away from
urban environmental conditions to germ theory, the idea that microbes were the agents of disease,
resulting in an accompanying shift away from planning to epidemiology to improve health outcomes:
“Public health research shifted from investigating ways to improve urban infrastructure to laboratory
investigations of microbes and interventions focused on specific immunization plans, with physicians, not
planners, emerging as the new class of public health professionals.”21 The relative successes of zoning
and germ theory led to a separation of the public health and urban planning fields, and the resulting
uncoordinated efforts to solve contemporary health crises since then have been inadequate in addressing
the links between the built environment and disparities facing low-income communities of color.
As the two professions drifted apart, advocacy planning – “the provision of architectural and
planning services for vulnerable groups resisting destructive schemes by planning authorities, government
agencies, or similar bodies” – began to take place as an outgrowth of the civil rights movement during the
1960s.22 Thirty years prior to the smart growth movement, advocacy planning fought against disparities in
the built environment that negatively impacted the environmental health of the nation’s most
overburdened populations, and it involved community participation in urban planning and urban design
decision-making, “now standard practice by groups like the Urban Land Institute.”23 Advocacy planning
inspired innovations in planning and created community design centers across the country, just as
sprawling suburban patterns of development, disinvestment in inner-city neighborhoods, and destructive
urban renewal policies were decimating poor communities of color.

Suburban Development: A Modern Health and Equity Challenge
Today, the inequities of the built environment remain, but the biggest health problems facing the
United States – particularly its low-income and minority residents – are now diseases that are chronic
rather than infectious, as the majority of Americans live in suburban rather than urban or rural areas.
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Instead of improving health as zoning was originally intended to do, segregated land use patterns have
created new issues of their own. The sprawling nature of suburbia encourages automobile travel, which
worsens regional air pollution, and it leads to chronic respiratory ailments and a sedentary lifestyle.24
Fewer adults are walking to work, and even fewer children are walking to school; just 33% of U.S. adults
engaged in recommended levels of physical activity in 2002. The results of this inactivity are sobering:
heart disease, cancer, cerebrovascular disease, and diabetes are the leading causes of death in the United
States, and “physical inactivity and poor diet are now estimated to have caused 400,000 deaths in 2000.”
In addition, two-thirds of the U.S. population are either obese or overweight, enough to reach epidemic
levels.25
Walking remains the most common form of physical activity for Americans, and a growing
number of public health officials are viewing active living – “a way of life that integrates physical activity
into daily routines” – as one of the most promising ways to increase physical activity. However, active
living requires a built environment that encourages routine walking. Positive community design
attributes, such as density, connectivity, and mixed land use, are correlated with higher levels of walking
and bicycling for transportation purposes. In spite of the fact that 60% of developers believe there is “a
substantial market demand for alternative, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly development,” relatively little
new development is actually designed for pedestrians or bicyclists. Current zoning and land-use
regulations and ordinances inhibit the environmental and public health benefits of these pedestrianfriendly developments from becoming reality.26
Traditional zoning has impacted the health of Americans across the spectrum. However, there are
clear environmental health disparities and inequities among overburdened populations that are within the
capacity of planners to address. Traditional zoning has separated suburban white communities from where
people of color and industrial land uses are located, even as highways and major traffic corridors have cut
through urban centers, resulting in inner-city neighborhoods that are less walkable and more dangerous to
pedestrians. Dense, pedestrian-friendly, human-scaled urban environments that also have low levels of air
pollution and toxics are far and few between. As a result, lower income communities are sited
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disproportionally close to sources of hazardous pollution than more affluent communities are.27 The
burden of illness from the built environment is much greater among minorities,28 as well as the elderly
and disabled.29 Poor, immigrant, and minority populations experience “much higher rates of chronic
disease, and they are much more likely to live in substandard housing, to be exposed to environmental
toxins, and to be victims of unsafe pedestrian facilities.”30
Robert Bullard, an environmental justice pioneer, writes extensively on how traditional patterns
of suburban development disproportionately burden people of color: “The politics of metropolitan and
regional development, suburbanization, and urban sprawl are intertwined. Both race and class are
implicated in white flight, residential segregation, and urban infrastructure decline.” New jobs, areas of
housing boom, and economic activity centers tend to follow these patterns of sprawl, which are far from
where people of color live. Bullard points out disparities in education, income, housing, transportation, air
pollution, lead exposure, lending, and green space that are all attributable to this uneven regional growth.
As a consequence of suburbanization, infrastructure investments and social services are spread more
thinly than ever before, resulting in poor health outcomes among urban residents and poor environmental
quality in urban areas. African-Americans have an asthma-related hospitalization rate three to four times
the rate for whites. Eighty percent of Hispanics and sixty-five percent of African Americans live in the
437 nonattainment counties with substandard air quality. According to Bullard, the “urban sprawl
problem” is equally a people of color problem.31
Howard Frumkin, Dean of Public Health at Washington University and special assistant to the
CDC director of Climate Change and Public Health, writes on the health aspects of the built environment
and environmental justice. He describes two paradigm shifts that have changed the field of environmental
health since Rachel Carson’s day, when she first warned of the effects that pesticides had on health: “One
occurred when environmental health encountered civil rights, forming the environmental justice
movement. We are in the midst of the second, as environmental health reunites with architecture and
urban planning.” Environmental justice and urban planning are now converging, and he identifies five
prominent arenas in which the disparities in the built environment are most prevalent: housing,
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transportation, food, parks and green spaces, and squalor. Poor people of color disproportionately live in
substandard housing, the spatial mismatch of investment and where people of color live “consigns people
to ongoing poverty,” poor neighborhoods are less likely to have access to healthy food, members of
minority groups tend to lack access to parks and other green spaces, and the poor are disproportionately
exposed to “broken windows” – graffiti, litter, and blighted housing – which has been shown to
independently predict rates of disease in a neighborhood.32
Jason Corburn writes that environmental justice can be used as a framework for reconnecting
public health and urban planning around a social justice agenda. He stresses the importance of developing
an urban health agenda that addresses socioeconomic standing and “other social determinants of health
unique to urban areas,” and he advocates for a “new conception of participatory democracy” that involves
populations that have historically faced the burden of environmental inequalities yet are frequently
excluded from urban design and planning decision-making. The concept of planning for environmental
justice continues the tradition of planning for public health, but it addresses the crucial dimension of
social equity that historically has been left out from the planning process. Corburn argues that using
environmental justice as a democratic framework for future planning will correct the present injustices
that result from poor built environment decisions of the past.33
There are limits to the built environment and public health connection, however, and researchers
have identified a couple of areas that require further research. A 2003 American Journal of Public Health
article notes that “the impact of mediating and moderating factors within the built environment on health
must be explored further,” citing the complexity of the built environment and the multitude of other
factors than affect public health.34 A 2003 Journal of Urban Health article contends that “indicators of the
built environment to monitor the health effects of urban planning and policy decisions, especially with
regard to land use mix” are lacking.35 Health Impact Assessments and Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) hold the potential to improve research methodology, by assessing the relationships between land
use mix and disease more systematically, as is implementing “on the ground” community-based
participatory research.363738 Although it is clear that low-income communities and communities of color
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are disproportionately burdened by the negative effects of the built environment, planners must remain
careful when prescribing solutions that claim to improve public health but may have unintended
consequences.

Smart Growth: A Model for Environmental Justice?
Smart growth – the concentration of new growth in compact centers to avoid sprawl and its
consequent health effects – and sustainable development – “development that meets present needs
without compromising the potential of future generations to meet their needs” – both present
opportunities to create healthier and more equitable communities.39 There is extensive literature on how
smart growth, for example, can create more walkable communities and enable higher levels of physical
activity. But there remain questions as to how effective smart growth can be in reducing the exposure of
overburdened populations to environmental hazards and air pollution. While increasing physical activity
through utilitarian walking or recreation has been shown to combat obesity, cardiovascular disease,
mental health problems, and increased rates of mortality, ideally it should be performed in areas with
clean air so as not to increase the risk of lung disease or asthma. This highlights the importance of
including a comprehensive environmental justice agenda in planning, particularly for those smart growth
sustainable developments that claim to improve environmental health.
Smart growth can positively impact environmental health and justice by enabling more physically
active communities, a finding that is detailed in Chapter 3. Smart growth can also represent a
reinvestment opportunity in the inner-city and the creation of more local neighborhood amenities,
recreational space, and employment opportunities in overburdened communities, as well as a reduction in
crime and blight.
A common criticism of smart growth, however, is that it “fails to address issues of social equity,
especially the problems facing the poor.”40 Bullard writes that, for many environmentalists and private
developers, smart growth and sustainable development “mean a blending of environmental and private
real estate goals,” but “they do not, however, include social justice or racial equity.”41 The poor and
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people of color do not necessarily benefit from these environmental and private development objectives,
as they are often left out from shaping these goals. As a consequence, smart growth often means
gentrification and displacement for low-income residents who are priced out of their existing
neighborhoods. Smart growth can represent a real threat to the well-being of the poor.
Furthermore, there is limited research on the health impacts of smart growth on overburdened
populations; there is a real possibility that smart growth can lead to higher exposures to air pollution
among poor communities of color. People of color already live in denser, more polluted areas, and they
already walk and use transit more. Concentrating new growth in these areas, while reducing total vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) and sprawl, may not necessarily result in better air quality at the local
neighborhood level. A recent study by researchers from Vancouver, B.C., found that dense, walkable
communities tend to be lower income; have higher nitric oxide (NO) concentrations, a marker for direct
vehicle emissions; and lower ozone (O3) concentrations, a regional secondary pollutant, than lower
density, higher income, less walkable neighborhoods.42 The ideal “sweet-spot” neighborhoods in the
study with both low levels of NO and O3 tended to be highly walkable, higher income areas concentrated
near but not at the city center, reflecting the complexities of built environment and health relationships. In
a report prepared for the LEED-ND (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design for Neighborhood
Development) Core Committee, Patrick et al. notes:
… the ability to demonstrate that people that live in more mixed, compact, interconnected
environments pollute less than others in more sprawling settings does not constitute a sure bet for
improved respiratory health. While regional air quality benefits in the form of less ground level
ozone may be a reasonable claim, localized exposure to harmful air toxins and particulates in
these more walkable environments presents other health concerns.43
Land use and zoning greatly determines the location and quantity of such exposure to pollution.44 There is
also research in progress on how roadway areas for infill development could exacerbate exposure to
pollution for sensitive populations,45 and the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) set
buffer recommendations for new homes that some developers perceive as conflicting with transit-oriented
smart growth.46 Yet among all the American Planning Association topics of organizational policy or
recommendations, none of them directly address the issue of local air quality or health impacts.47 Zoning
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and planning should therefore be “reformed to reunite it with its public health roots,”48 which can be
accomplished through the tools of zoning, taxation, and spending.49 Perdue, et al. suggest that smart
growth can be used as a framework for improving environmental justice if it involves the following
recommendations and principles from public health: Bring data to the table, as “public health scientists
bring unique training in epidemiology and empirical analysis” beyond that of urban planners’ instincts;
promote healthy activities particularly for children and teenagers; be a voice for underrepresented
populations and minorities; and encourage government to lead by example, not just by regulation.50

Moving Forward
The literature suggests that redeveloping inner cities should have a corrective justice effect and
directly benefit the marginalized communities that have suffered from years of disinvestment attributable
to patterns of suburban development. As an alternative to traditional sprawl, smart growth should not
further perpetuate these injustices by displacing these residents from the neighborhoods where
reinvestments are made, or by further exposing these populations to higher concentrations of pollution.
Planners need to be sensitive to how smart growth in urban areas affects overburdened populations, both
in terms of exposure to air quality and gentrification.
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Chapter 2 / Environmental Justice Profile of the Plan Area
This report was conducted in collaboration with the Southeast Asian Community Alliance
(SEACA), a Los Angeles youth-based organization that supports the development of its members – who
hail from Chinatown, Lincoln Heights, and Solano Canyon – “to create new and culturally relevant
solutions to deep-rooted social, economic, and racial justice issues impacting the Southeast Asian
Community.”51 SEACA is currently developing a campaign around the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific
Plan, with the objective of engaging its youth members in the research of the Plan. The organization has
formed three research teams, each led by a staff member, to study the effects of the Plan with regard to
affordable housing, employment, and environmental justice. This report contributes to SEACA’s
environmental justice research on the Plan – as well as that regarding Lincoln Heights, the neighborhood
in which the majority of SEACA members reside. To this date, there has not been an assessment of
environmental justice in Lincoln Heights, despite the many indicators that suggest it is disproportionately
impacted by the effects of industrial and mobile-source pollution.
Among the three neighborhoods that SEACA works with, Lincoln Heights is likely to experience
the greatest change from the Specific Plan and Project Area, as Chinatown has been a Redevelopment
Project Area since 1980, and Solano Canyon is a purely residential neighborhood that will not see
redevelopment. The majority of the Plan Area falls within Lincoln Heights in terms of both area and
population size. Even new redevelopment on the Chinatown side of the Los Angeles River – the area
consisting of the “Cornfields” State Historic Park and the industrial area opposite from it – will likely take
on more characteristics of Lincoln Heights in that the Specific Plan does not have the explicit cultural
branding of Chinatown, assuming it does not become a self-contained enclave of gentrifiers.
Still, from the perspective of SEACA members, the two neighborhoods are very much
interconnected. The western side of Lincoln Heights experiences a spillover effect from Chinatown, as
many residents travel between the two neighborhoods for school, work, dining, shopping, recreation, and
community events. A local MTA bus route line 45 circles the two neighborhoods frequently, and both are
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connected by the Metro Gold Line – though the cost is too prohibitive for many residents to use over such
a short distance. In part because of its proximity to Chinatown, the percentage of Asians living in Lincoln
Heights is high for Los Angeles at 25.2%, and 16.9% of its foreign-born residents hail from Vietnam.
However, the vast majority of Lincoln Heights residents, particularly as one goes east from Chinatown, is
Latino at 70.7%, the prevalent community that SEACA readily acknowledges it does not reach out to
enough.52
This study also focuses on Lincoln Heights because it lacks the same tradition of community
activism and civic participation as some other communities in Los Angeles with similar socioeconomic
characteristics such as, for example, Boyle Heights, its neighbor to the south. SEACA attributes this lack
of community organizing to the extensive language capacity that is needed but lacking – community
members speak Spanish, Cambodian, Laos, Vietnamese, Thai, and Cantonese in the Plan Area – and
hence their focus on English-speaking youth members. There are a few other youth-based organizations,
such as the Lincoln Heights Youth Association and the Los Angeles Boys & Girls Club, but there are no
organizations that organize communities in Lincoln Heights and none that tackle the problem of
environmental injustice. The churches in Lincoln Heights either have a small neighborhood presence, or it
is the Young Nak mega-church that predominantly serves an outside community of Korean Americans.
In the context of the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan, this lack of social capital among the
Lincoln Heights community presents a problem. The stakeholders that are playing an active role in
shaping the Plan are already in positions of power and influence – these are the property owners, the
Chamber of Commerce, the Business Improvement District, and the mega-church – or they view the
Specific Plan from a regional perspective, like Friends of the Los Angeles River and “creek freak” Joe
Linton do. This report acknowledges the lack of immediate grassroots organizing capacity in the
community to provide a community-based alternative plan. Instead, by drawing attention to the
environmental justice situation in Lincoln Heights and working within the framework of the Specific
Plan, this report serves more to emphasize to the Department of City Planning and CRA/LA the need to
carefully consider environmental health and justice outcomes in the Plan Area, and suggest simple policy
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changes that would have a positive impact, as well as to draw attention from the broader environmental
and environmental justice community to Lincoln Heights’s current situation. The fact the Plan has a
Community Advisory Committee, as required by law; a seemingly open-to-suggestions Department of
City Planning; and a CRA/LA that wants the goodwill of the community presents an opportunity for this
approach.
Although this research was conducted with SEACA, which represents only a fraction of residents
from Lincoln Heights, the following environmental justice profile is applicable to all those living in or
near the Plan Area.

Lincoln Heights Neighborhood Profile
Lincoln Heights is located within Los Angeles Council District 1 and is represented by
Councilmember Ed Reyes. According to 2008 estimates from the Los Angeles Department of City
Planning, the neighborhood has a population of 29,637.53 From observations of the neighborhood and
conversations with residents, this report found that the Lincoln Heights community presently faces a
number of challenges: a lack of attention from elected officials for the plight of low-income residents in
the neighborhood and the lack of incentives for civic participation in the greater Lincoln Heights
community, both of which make community-based development difficult. The median household income
in Lincoln Heights was $30,578 in 2008, low for the City of Los Angeles. 54 Many of the challenges
facing the environment are related to the built environment – a blighted environment that poses a
challenge for safety, health, community, and prosperity – as well as more inherent underlying issues like
crime, poverty, and lack of social capital. Lincoln Heights residents perceive a lack of linkages to the rest
of the greater Los Angeles region, isolated and left to themselves in their own low-income, primarily
industrial neighborhood. Community building – and establishing “sticky” community assets – is difficult
in an environment where people, cars, and capital flow through, leaving just as easily as they come.
Transportation infrastructure blight dominates much of the Plan Area landscape in Lincoln
Heights. The Interstate 5 freeway cuts north-south through the Plan Area, casting an imposing shadow
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over the community and serving as a canvas for low-grade graffiti. Its mega-scaled structures of
overpasses, connectors, bridges, and on- and off-ramps create obstacles to reasonable pedestrian and
bicycle travel. Parks and recreation areas, including the recently opened Arroyo Seco-Los Angeles River
Confluence Plaza, unexplainably share the landscape with these concrete structures; and broken
sidewalks, cracked roads, construction barricades, and “keep out” signs create an imposing environment
for pedestrians. The Arroyo Seco parkway parallels the Arroyo Seco stream in the northeastern portion of
the Plan Area, and its massively scaled interchanges are the visual center of the area. Broadway, Avenue
26, Pasadena Avenue, and Figueroa Street are major traffic corridors that experience much of the spillage,
the flood of cars and trucks that are dumped off into the neighborhood to service warehouses in the area.
Metrolink railroad tracks parallel the western and eastern sides of the River; immediately adjacent are
series of large electricity transmission lines that the City duly notes are “visual and physical obstacles to
the future revitalization of the Los Angeles River.”55
There are many examples of incompatible land uses in the Plan Area, with warehouses sited next
to houses the most egregious (Figure 2). The Plan Area is parking lot central – there are lots for scrap
cars, lots for municipal vehicles and machinery, lots for City employees, lots where buses and semi-trailer
trucks park, lots where buses are refilled with fossil fuels, and lots where impounded cars sit (Figure 3).
Auto repair facilities prominently feature piles of crushed car bodies that sit there indefinitely (Figure 4);
and major yards and plots of land are marked by barbed wire, gates, security booths, no trespassing signs,
corrugated metal siding, peeling paint, litter, and broken windows. Toward the evening, the area takes on
an eerie atmosphere, as masters of industry and trade pull into warehouses in their tinted Mercedes Sclasses, just as workers shuffle out in groups into white vans and rusted pick-up trucks, after spending the
day sewing together “Far East Fashions” and worker uniforms.
The places of residence are similarly compelling places, even independent of the prominent
industries next door. Lincoln Heights is one of the oldest neighborhoods in Los Angeles, and there many
old Victorian homes and Craftsman style bungalows with porches and small gardens in the front, most of
which have been updated with security bars and metal gates. Within the Plan Area, there are an estimated
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1,814 households, and renters account for 82.5 percent of that population.56 Many of the houses have been
converted into multi-family residences – and families are larger than the City average here, at 4.03
persons per family and 3.6 persons per household.57 Roman Catholic memorabilia can be seen hanging
from windows next to homes accented with lanterns, stone dragon carvings, and incense candles. The
2000 census found that 60 percent of the population in the Plan Area speaks Spanish at home, 30 percent
speak an Asian language at home, and 10 percent speak only English; 55.8 percent of residents in Lincoln
Heights are foreign born.58 All cultures, however, are noted for their affinity of cacti plants in pots; and
wind chimes and the sound of dogs barking add to the pedestrian experience, as do the token toilet and
refrigerator and sagging couch left on the sidewalk for eventual collection.
The larger commercial corridors also reflect the character of the neighborhood. Makeshift taco
tents roast spits of al pastor pork basting from the juices of a pineapple on the quiet Humboldt side street
off the busy Avenue 26 corridor, providing respite to nearby workers in the warehouses and customers
from the affordable housing complex. This indicates a degree of street life, in spite of the inhospitable
flow of traffic, the four gas stations on each corner of the Figueroa Street and Avenue 26 intersection, and
the car-oriented fast food restaurants, as local community members try to serve a demand not supplied by
present land uses. It is evident the difficulty that people are having with the streets; elderly people
struggle as they try to cross intersections in time with bagfuls of groceries, and people stand directly
underneath the sun breathing in pollution from cars streaming past while waiting for the bus – bus shelters
are non-existent. The area exemplifies heavy transit use and high levels of pedestrianism, even without
the necessary street design to make this reality pleasant or safe; and it demonstrates a need for traffic
calming, trees, and bike lanes. In spite of the blight and heavy traffic rushing past, residents in Lincoln
Heights still manage to do it.
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Figure 2: A children crossing sign and a forklift crossing sign sharing Mozart St.

Figure 3: Excel Charter Academy on Darwin Ave. next to a truck lot
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Figure 4: House on Darwin Ave. next to a scrap yard
Children are prevalent in the Plan Area, seen at the many public and private schools that serve the
area, the childcare centers, and the parks. The median age is 27, young for the city, and 48 percent of
children under the ages of 18 live in poverty. 45 percent of the population in the Plan Area had received
less than a high school education.59
This report recognizes the multitude of challenges presently facing the Lincoln Heights
community, but it will focus on environmental justice – specifically, the idea there should be equitable
access to a walkable community with clean air. The environmental approach is often viewed as the most
feasible means of changing or influencing a plan or development, as environmental arguments are the
most compelling arguments in an Environmental Impact Report (EIR).60

Clean Up, Green Up
This report builds on existing research around the cumulative environmental impacts facing
overburdened communities in Los Angeles. There have been a number of studies that assess the multiple
dimensions of environmental injustice facing L.A.’s neighborhoods. Building a Regional Voice for
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Environmental Justice by the Los Angeles Collaborative for Environmental Health and Justice analyzes
the demographic patterns of emissions with regulatory data and Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
technology to document “the clear relationship between toxic exposure and race and income status,
providing scientific evidence to corroborate residents’ first-hand knowledge that they were
disproportionately impacted by air pollution from such sources as chemically-intensive manufacturing
and fossil fuel-based transportation modes.”61 The Collaborative released a follow-up document in
January 2011 titled Hidden Hazards that builds on their past findings on air pollution, by incorporating
community-based participatory research methods that “incorporate community knowledge into research
design” and first-hand data collection.62 The environmental justice profile (“Ground Truthing”) of the
Specific Plan Area that follows is based on the methods presented in that document. Hidden Hazards is
also the supporting document that was released together with the Clean Up Green Up campaign.
Clean Up Green Up, sponsored by Coalition for a Safe Environment, Communities for a Better
Environment, Pacoima Beautiful, and Union de Vecinos, is a proposed demonstration effort that would
use planning tools that municipal governments have on hand, including the Specific Plan, to begin
addressing some of the environmental hazards in Los Angeles’s most overburdened communities. It
advocates for the creation of special districts – Green Zones that “use permitting, tax and utility rebates,
and economic incentives to prevent new sources of pollution, begin to reduce existing pollution, and
transform the demonstration neighborhoods [of Boyle Heights, South Los Angeles, and Pacoima] by
attracting new green businesses and helping existing businesses upgrade and continue to provide jobs.”63
This report on the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan and proposed Project Area runs parallel to
the Clean Up Green Up campaign in that both advocate for cleaning up the environment through better
land use planning and for building community through reinvestment in green economic opportunities,
new open green space, and environmental mitigation. Clean Up Green Up shares several goals with the
proposed Project Area; it advocates for financial and planning incentives, design standards to mitigate the
impacts of bad land uses, as well as inspection and enforcement protocols and an administrative funding
mechanism to see the policy through. While Clean Up Green Up originates from community
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organizations, and the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan is a proposed ordinance by government in
response to local problems, both should have common objectives. The Plan Area can be yet another
example of a documented environmental justice community in need of revitalization. In many ways,
Clean Up Green Up is like the proposed Cornfield Arroyo Seco Redevelopment Plan but with an explicit
environmental justice and community-based focus, precisely what this report suggests.
A Motion was introduced January 2011 by Los Angeles Councilmember Jose Huizar that called
for city agencies – including the Department of City Planning and the CRA/LA – to look into the
feasibility of implementing these Clean Up Green Up land use tools, regulations, and reinvestment
strategies. Should the Motion pass, this report gives the agencies a head start by providing an
environmental justice profile of a Plan Area they are working on, as well an example of how the agencies
can implement one of the Clean Up Green Up policy recommendations, the use of a Specific Plan, for
environmental health and justice.

Ground Truthing Lincoln Heights: An Environmental Justice Profile of the Plan Area
Cinderby notes that participatory GIS (P-GIS) research methods can serve as an important tool in
the context of planning and development: “While there is a real possibility that new infrastructure will
create isolated enclaves of affluence … [giving] physical expression to urban inequalities, [P-GIS
projects] help by assessing local concerns, knowledge, and design ideas into the urban development
process,” ultimately overcoming barriers to engagement for hard-to-reach groups.64 In this report,
participatory GIS builds on the expertise and knowledge that SEACA youth members have of their own
community. The members provided insights as to where clusters of pollution were located and already
had ideas as to where sensitive populations were concentrated. P-GIS projects are an opportunity for
community members to be more involved in understanding the planning processes that shape their
neighborhood.
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Background
The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan Area currently has a number of land uses that SEACA members
perceive as incompatible. Residential areas, parks, and other sensitive land uses are in close proximity to
industrial zoning, major traffic corridors, and other potential sources of air pollution. Initial screening
with an Environmental Justice Screening Methodology (EJSM) developed by researchers from Occidental
College, USC, and UC Berkeley suggests that the Plan Area has the characteristics of an environmental
justice community, with high cumulative impact (CI) scores across the area. Figure 5 compares the EJSM
scores of the Plan Area with that of the Eagle Rock neighborhood in Los Angeles; red indicates a high
score while green indicates a low score.
EJSM was developed under research contract with the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
and the California Energy Commission to study indicators of cumulative environmental impact that
“reflect research on air pollution, environmental justice, and health” and are “reviewed by community
environmental justice groups, CARB, academic peers and other agencies.” EJSM specifically looks at
three indicators – (1) the proximity of sensitive land uses to hazards, (2) health risk and exposure, based
on modeling from emissions inventories, and (3) social and health vulnerability – and the aggregate of
those indicators is the resulting CI score. The methodology can be used to inform local land use planning,
regulatory decision-making and enforcement, and community outreach. For the purposes of this report,
EJSM was used to confirm initial community suspicions that the Plan Area is indicative of an
environmental justice community, and it warranted the need for further research and assessment – i.e.,
Ground Truthing.65
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Figure 5: EJSM results comparison – Plan Area and Occidental College
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Ground Truthing, a community-based participatory research project designed by partners of the
Collaborative for Environmental Health and Justice, adds a greater level of accuracy and detail to EJSM
findings by employing the expertise of community members to verify and add to the existing database of
sensitive receptors and hazards used in calculating an EJSM score. Ground Truthing provides a clearer
picture of the cumulative environmental impacts of air pollution on the Plan Area, and it builds the case
for environmental justice action in Lincoln Heights.

Methods
Ground Truthing of the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Plan Area is based on a January 2011 training
with the California Environmental Justice Alliance (CEJA) in Oakland, CA, led by James Sadd, Ph.D.,
Professor of Environmental Science at Occidental College. Materials from the workshop were adapted to
suit the specific circumstances of the Plan Area, but the methodology is largely identical. Beginning in
February 2011, SEACA members were given a presentation on the objectives of Ground Truthing, which
supplemented the environmental justice unit that SEACA’s Youth Organizers (YO) were studying at the
time, and members were trained on how to perform data collection. By March 2011, members were going
out in teams of two with clipboards of map printouts of the Plan Area and data entry sheets, used to
record locations of the hazards and sensitive receptors they came across. Two sessions in total were
conducted in collaboration with SEACA members, with four remaining follow-up sessions that occurred
through April 2011, which utilized a mobile phone application to geo-code photos of hazards and
sensitive receptors taken during data collection. The coordinates of the sites were determined with Google
Earth. Each of the sensitive receptor and hazard points were then mapped using ArcGIS software, as were
residential land uses and freeways.
Community members first verified, or “ground truthed,” the locations of official sensitive
receptors in the Plan Area, defined by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) as “those segments of
the population most susceptible to poor air quality (i.e., children, the elderly, and those with pre-existing
serious health problems affected by air quality).” Official sensitive land uses include schools, parks and
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playgrounds, child care facilities, health care facilities, senior housing, and residential communities.
Participants then ground truthed the locations of official air quality hazards in State regulatory agency
databases and land use maps: Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) sites, Community Health
Air Pollution Information System (CHAPIS) point facilities, chrome plating facilities, intermodal
facilities, and major streets and highways. Community members also agreed upon a list of air quality
hazard and sensitive receptor categories of concern that they would identify in the Plan Area – in addition
to officially recognized hazards and receptors – which are summarized in Figure 6. Ground Truthing
verified official sources, the basis of EJSM, and added to that database community-identified concerns in
the Plan Area.66
Air Quality Hazards
Number
Type
Auto Paint
2
Auto Repair
5
Dry Cleaning
1
DTSC Facility
6
Fuel Refill
7
Manufacturing
6
Power Facility
1
Recycling/Waste Center
1
Scrap Yard
5
Truck Yard
6
Warehouse (with visible
5
truck traffic)
Sensitive Receptors
Number
Type
Arts
1
Childcare
4
Church
9
Neighborhood Org.
1
Park
6
Residential (not zoned)
13
School
6
Figure 6: Community Findings – Air Quality Hazards and Sensitive Receptors within Plan Area
An ArcGIS Buffer Tool was applied using the health protective guidelines established in the
CARB “Air Quality and Land Use Handbook” to identify areas with incompatible land uses. CARB
advises against siting sensitive land uses within 500 feet of a freeway, citing scientific evidence on how
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carcinogenic diesel particulate matter and other mobile-source pollutants disperse. Studies have shown
adverse health effects, primarily reduced lung function and asthma hospitalizations, associated with
proximity to freeways. A Southern California study showed that concentrations of particulate matter
“decreased dramatically within approximately 300 feet of the 710 and 405 freeways,” while another study
observed a 70 percent drop in traffic related pollutants at 500 feet from a major freeway. Appendix A
provides an overview of CARB buffer recommendations for each official hazard in greater detail.67

Findings
By applying these buffer recommendations to a map of air quality hazards and sensitive receptors
in the Plan Area, this report finds that there are significant violations of these buffers, confirming the
presence of many incompatible land uses (Figure 7). Sensitive land uses like parks, schools, and churches
are presently sited too close to sources of toxic hazards and air pollution. The 500-feet freeway buffer is
especially dominant on the map, overlapping 14 sensitive receptors that were identified by the
community, as well as several blocks of residentially zoned land.
This report also finds there are more air pollution hazards than officially recognized in DTSC and
CHAPIS databases. Ground Truthing participants identified an additional 45 hazards that they perceived
were of environmental concern. Similarly, there are many more sensitive land use types than officially
recognized by CARB like churches, as well as residential uses that are zoned for industry and
manufacturing.
GIS analysis and community observations also located specific clusters of land use
incompatibility. For example, in Area Two of the Specific Plan, a park, school, church, and multiple
residences are all located in close proximity to a truck manufacturing corridor with spray paint booths, as
well as scrap yards, a carpet mill, and Amtrak train crossings. An industrial area across from Main Street,
just outside Area Two, contains a Cemex cement manufacturing facility, a UPS trucking terminal, and an
intermodal rail yard facility that contribute to heavy truck traffic and pollution.
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Figure 7: Numerous sensitive receptors are located too close to hazards
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Figure 8: Satellite view of Area Two of the Specific Plan
Limitations
The participants encountered two difficulties in the research process that can be addressed in
future projects or studies: (1) it was difficult to distinguish between land uses that are truly hazardous and
those that are only perceived to be hazardous, and (2) the Ground Truthing teams did not record
warehouses in Area One of the Plan because there was no visible truck traffic at the time of data
collection, even though there could have been truck traffic during other hours of the day.
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Conclusion
Initial research suggests that the Plan Area has many attributes of an environmental justice
community. Demographic data and neighborhood observations indicate a high level of social
vulnerability within the Plan Area, while Environmental Justice Screening finds there are a multitude of
officially-recognized environmental hazards. Ground Truthing and GIS spatial analysis highlight current
incompatible land uses and present a compelling case for further environmental justice assessment and
action. These findings suggest that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning must take caution to
ensure that the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan does not negatively impact the environmental health
of the overburdened communities that live within the Plan Area.
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Chapter 3 / An Opportunity: The Specific Plan
This chapter assesses the Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan (CASP) for its impact on
environmental health and justice. This chapter builds on the idea that effective land use planning can
improve environmental health by enabling more physical activity through utilitarian walking or active
recreation, and it assesses two dimensions of sustainability in the Specific Plan – smart growth and urban
design – as to how effectively it can encourage physical activity. The next chapter focuses more on local
air quality, another element of environmental health.
This analysis will be informed by LEED-ND 2009 rating criteria, New York City Active Design
Guidelines, Health and Community Design: The Impact of the Built Environment on Physical Activity by
Lawrence Frank, and Urban Sprawl and Public health: Designing, Planning, and Building for Health
Communities by Howard Frumkin, as well as observations made while Ground Truthing with community
members in the area.

Description
The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan is a comprehensive land use document that guides
future growth in the Plan Area by establishing new zoning districts that enable a mix of uses, urban
design standards that promote a more livable environment, and permanently accessible green spaces that
provide much needed recreation and public space for residents. The impetus for the Plan arose from
recent infrastructure projects, namely the completion of new Gold Line Metro stations and the Los
Angeles State Historic Park, that have increased development interest in the Area and led to piecemeal
“project by project” zoning changes as large plots of industrial land were targeted for loft conversion,
artist galleries, and other new uses. The intent of the Plan, therefore, is to develop a smart growth
roadmap to prevent “a haphazard and fractured neighborhood that ignores the needs and concerns of the
community” and to preserve valuable industrial land needed for the growing clean technology sector.68
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The Specific Plan includes multiple goals identified by the Department of City Planning after
conducting community outreach: livability, social equity, environmental protection, and economic
development and efficiency. Planners set an objective to preserve cultural and land use diversity, increase
access to transit, provide open space and active recreation, protect existing jobs, and develop more retail
and entertainment amenities. For residents in the Area, the Plan presents a singular opportunity to shape
the neighborhood for the next decades to come.69
The Plan builds upon the history of Los Angeles; the City was founded on the northwestern
corner of the Plan Area at the confluence of the Arroyo Seco and Los Angeles River. The Cornfields site,
home to the Los Angeles State Historic Park, was once the City’s original rail depot and terminus for
many immigrants arriving in the early twentieth century. The area is now viewed as an “Opportunity
Area” in the Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan.70
The Plan was designed with many principles of smart growth, urbanism, green building, and
sustainable development in mind. The Plan is the only public project “to promote the healthy living
benefits of the LEED-ND (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Neighborhood Development)
concept and to demonstrate a leadership role that government can play in supporting sustainable land use
and development practices.”71 Because of changes in LEED-ND evaluation criteria, however, the Specific
Plan does not go beyond Certification; at 663-acres, the size of the Plan exceeds the limits set by the U.S.
Green Building Council (USGBC), and as a Specific Plan, the area will not realistically see a build-out
within five years.72 Still, the Specific Plan is heavily influenced and informed by LEED-ND design
standards, and it represents a progressive approach to planning that could improve environmental justice
in Lincoln Heights.
After nearly four years – the first public scoping meeting occurred in September 2007 – the draft
Plan is in its final stages of development nearing completion. There had been several delays with the
project; the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was delayed for a year when the Community
Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) become involved and established a Preliminary Plan
to create a Redevelopment Plan for a proposed Project Area. A Redevelopment Plan would be the vehicle
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by which the Specific Plan could be implemented, but the recent State budget crisis has put
redevelopment on hold, and at the moment, the future of the Redevelopment Plan is uncertain.73 The draft
programmatic EIR is expected to be released May 2011 and the City Council is expected to vote on the
Specific Plan late 2011.

Smart Growth
Smart growth concentrates new population growth in compact centers to avoid sprawl and its
negative health effects. The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan (CASP) is an example of smart growth
in that it will permit up to 7,000 new households in a previously developed industrial area just northeast
of downtown Los Angeles74, and it provides for a mix of uses that encourages dense, compact
development.

Smart Location
The proper siting of new growth is important for sustainable and equitable development because
it prevents the urban sprawl commonly associated with suburban development. By preventing the
footprint of new development from expanding beyond currently developed land, smart locations save on
infrastructure costs and protect virgin land and natural resources from development.75 CASP exemplifies
smart location: sited on an already developed infill site, the Plan Area is served by existing water and
wastewater infrastructure, minimizing the economic and environmental costs of creating new pipes and
sewers. The USGBC awarded the Plan a full 8 points out of 8 for smart location under LEED-ND
evaluation criteria.76
Proper siting of growth has important public health implications as well. A recent study compared
county sprawl indexes with the health characteristics of individuals, and it found that people living in
sprawling counties are likely to have a higher body mass index (BMI), a metric for obesity, than those
living in compact counties. A 50-point increase in the sprawl index was associated with a one pound
weight gain for an average person, and the most sprawling of places weighed on average six pounds more
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than the most compact county. As an example of infill development, CASP concentrates population
growth in a relatively dense, developed area proximate to sources of employment. In contrast to siting
growth in the Inland Empire or other such sprawling areas, the southern top of CASP is within a mile of
downtown Los Angeles, a major employment center, allowing residents to live close to where they work,
reduce vehicle miles traveled, improve regional air quality, and increase the healthful physical activity
associated with walking. Encouraging development within existing cities reduces the “adverse
environmental and public health effects associated with sprawl.”77
Siting new growth in areas proximate to community amenities like shopping, grocery, and
entertainment also plays an important role in improving public health, by reducing the number of errand
trips that need to be made with an automobile. These routine runs make up nearly 80% of vehicle trips, so
locating residences closer to community amenities is crucial.78 CASP borders and includes the
commercial districts of several neighborhoods, including the commercially zoned land along Figueroa to
the north, the Lincoln Heights Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) area along Broadway to the
east, and Chinatown to the west. Siting new growth in a smart location “[reduces] the incidence of
obesity, heart disease, and hypertension by encouraging daily physical activity associated with walking
and bicycling.” Development that is located within existing public transit infrastructure – or “locations
shown to have multimodal transportation choices or otherwise reduced motor vehicle use, thereby
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, and other adverse environmental and public health
effects associated with motor vehicle use” – allows for alternative modes of transportation that also
require more physical activity. CASP is served by three Metro Gold Line stations – Chinatown, Lincoln
Heights, and Heritage Park – that provide frequent access to downtown Los Angeles, neighborhoods in
Northeast and East Los Angeles, and the cities of South Pasadena and Pasadena.79
In addition, CASP is located in a designated federal high-priority location, the Federal
Empowerment Renewal Community Zone, awarding it a bonus point under LEED-ND smart location
criteria. CASP also contains Brownfield sites that are targeted for redevelopment. Siting development in
areas that are overburdened – that is, low-income communities or communities of color – is an important
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consideration in addressing the disparities and inequities in public health. Poorer communities have lower
rates of exercise, and increasing moderate physical activity from daily walking will have a significant
benefit: Lawrence Frank notes in Health and Community Design: The Impact of the Built Environment on
Physical Activity that “physical activity follows a dose-response curve, wherein the marginal benefits to
increased exercise accrue the most to those who are the least active to begin with.”80

Mix of Uses
Providing a mix of land uses within a neighborhood is an important smart growth characteristic
for public health and equity. Mixed-use development – the co-location of multiple uses as opposed to the
separation of uses – decreases distances between destinations, an important strategy for increasing travel
on foot or by bike. Mixed use is characteristic of older neighborhoods that are scaled for pedestrians and
designed to encourage walking over automobile travel.
Zoning codes have “long prohibited multifamily housing in single-family districts, despite the
benefits that such mixing might have in terms of equity.” Multifamily housing allows a greater number of
people to live in an area close to employment and amenities. CASP is innovative for Los Angeles in that
it only allows for multifamily housing, and it designates three new mixed-use districts that allow for
residences, businesses, and industries to be all located in close proximity to one another. Only mixes that
have “benign influences” on surrounding uses have a positive impact on environmental health; CASP
breaks new ground by permitting light industrial and manufacturing land use that goes hand-in-hand with
the emerging clean technology and green manufacturing trends. Industrial uses in CASP are consistent
with current zoning, but with the increased demand for residences in the area – as evidenced by the
unplanned 900 units of housing that were developed in Area Three of CASP – this strategic, master
planned approach prevents incompatible uses and promotes healthy land use mixing and growth moving
forward. This may have an effect on traffic patterns and local exposure to air pollution, which will be
discussed in the next chapter. Figure 9 describes the three new mixed-use zoning districts that allow for
physical activity through daily activities:81
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Figure 9: New mixed-use districts
Research suggests that greater land use mix is correlated with lower levels of obesity. In addition,
“the more school, grocery stores, newsstands, and other useful destinations in an area, the more likely
residents are to walk … Mixed land use may also be important for encouraging mobility among the
elderly. Research has found that individuals aged 65 and over who live closer to shops and services are
more likely to walk and use public transportation, and take more total trips outside the home.” A mix of
markets and full-service grocery stores accessible near places of work and residents allows for healthier
diets.82
CASP allows for a number of ancillary uses on a single site – uses that are “limited to 10 percent
of the on-site principal use” – but perform important functions “for the use and benefit of the use and
benefit of the employees and families, residents, or patrons of the nearby industrial / commercial /
recreational / transit / residential / educational facilities such as food and beverage stores, health and
personal care, recreational facilities, book stores, or similar uses.” This allows for the vertical mixing of
uses – for example, an apartment unit over a small retail shop, which presents possibly the shortest
distance to travel – just a couple flights of stairs -- for essential goods, reducing unnecessary vehicle
travel and air pollution associated with cold-starts from automobile engines. Studies have found that large
office developments without retail and other services “contribute greatly to local traffic congestion;”
having a sufficient mix of uses, on the other hand, provides the non-motorist a number of destinations to
access. 83
There needs to be further research, however; analyses of land uses tend to be measured on too
large a spatial level, when in fact it should be studied at small, local level -- the level at which walking
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and biking makes sense. In addition, zoning patterns are only one part of the “urban form equation
[among many] in creating environments that encourage physical activity.”84 Recent research has
identified which land uses promote walking.85

Density and Compact Development
Dense, compact development is important for promoting public health, as density is “intimately
related” to how people travel: “the density of population and employment over a given spatial area is one
of the most widely used indicators of urban form for scholars interested in understanding travel patterns.”
Density, a measure of compactness, has an effect on travel behavior by locating places closer together,
reducing the need to travel by automobile, and providing mode choice alternatives like bicycling and
walking. Compact development has been shown to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMTs). One study of
twenty-eight neighborhoods in California studied the effects of four different neighborhood
characteristics on VMTs per household, and density was found to be the most influential variable of those
examined: “a doubling of residential density levels produced 25-30 percent fewer miles driven per
household.” Higher levels of density could also increase access to green public spaces and parks that can
be used for recreational physical activity.86
Sufficient levels of density provides the necessary concentrations of people to support transit use.
Research suggests there is a density threshold to provide the ridership needed for transit to be financially
feasible: thirteen people per acre. A study of travel patterns indicates that increasing density at a low level
has a minimal effect on transit use, but at higher levels, vehicle miles traveled fell rapidly. The effects of
increasing density, therefore, appear to be nonlinear, and its impact is felt only at a certain point when
non-motorized transport is viable and driving and parking become increasingly expensive. Transit in areas
with high density are also more effective at attracting riders because transit stations are more likely to be
within walking distance of people. Reduced vehicle miles traveled and increased transit use improves air
quality and is correlated with more physical activity and better public health. To take advantage of the
density and compact development and provide alternatives to driving and encourage physical activity,
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CASP requires projects to provide information about local transit service at the entrances of each
building.87
There are multiple methods of measuring density, such as the number of people, households, or
employees in a given area. The presumption is that higher population density results in shorter on-theground travel distances over a given area. This belief is actually based on the idea that higher population
densities are correlated with higher concentrations of so-called trip ends – the origins or destinations of a
trip – within a given area. With a higher density of trip ends, there are shorter trip lengths between two
points, reducing the frequency of traveling outside the Plan Area. However, it is difficult to evaluate the
density of possible destinations – like businesses, restaurants, and houses – so population density remains
the standard as a proxy for trip ends. In the case of CASP, density is encouraged through floor area ratios
and bonus transfer floor area ratios, and there is no dwelling unit per acre limit. (See Appendix B).
Finally, it is important to note the difference between density and crowding – the former is
healthy, the latter is not, even though both are commonly conflated together. Jane Jacobs observes there is
a “long-standing bias within the American psyche against high densities.” The high levels of density in
CASP encourage walking and physical activity, whereas overcrowding poses a challenge for safety and
disease. Density – the number of dwelling units per acre – is different from crowding – a high number of
residents per room.88

Urban Design
Urban design plays a crucial role in enabling healthy active living. Traditional development is
associated with the “monstrous-yet-monotonous ugliness of the endless strip malls and parking lots that
have proliferated from one end of the country to the other” (Frank 3). These lowest-common-denominator
designs not only are an eyesore, but they also perpetuate sedentary, car-dependent lifestyles that are one
of the causes of obesity and poor public health outcomes. Frank elaborates:
“Urban design characteristics influence how people perceive the built environment. Design plays
a large role in determining whether an environment is perceived as hostile or friendly, attractive
or ugly, and vibrant or dull. Urban design denotes small-scale features of the built environment
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that impact how people feel about being in specific places” (Frank 7).
He goes on; good urban design is correlated with physical activity:
“Environments that encourage moderate physical activity may also have features that make them
more livable in other ways, by improving one’s quality of life – they may generate more social
interaction, foster less dependence on the automobile, be safer for their inhabitants, and give
people more choices with respect to how they get around and spend their time” (Frank 8).
Clearly, attractive urban design is important for health and wellbeing.
Studies have tried to measure urban design qualities related to walkability (Reid Ewing study).
The New York City DDC, DOT, and City Planning have created Active Design Guidelines that
“[promote] physical activity and health in design.” The National Center for Bicycling and Walking
created an “Increasing Physical Activity Through Community Design” document. Researchers are
actively trying to evaluate urban design qualities for criteria that promote public health. Likewise, CASP
has extensive urban design guidelines and regulations that have the potential to improve health outcomes.

Architectural Detail
The U.S. Green Building Council set out to develop LEED-ND standards to include several urban
design criteria that promote walking. For example, there are requirements on facades and entries that keep
the street wall near edges of the property line, such that buildings are close to the street, not far back with
massive parking lots in front. This promotes a walking environment. Similarly, ground-level retail must
have minimum amounts of clear glass facades.
CASP has urban design that promotes walking. For instance, there are many requirements that
pertain to entrances. Buildings should be oriented to the street “to promote sidewalk activity and reinforce
the pedestrian environment along the sidewalk.” The primary entrance of a building should be on a public
street, with an entrance available every 75 feet on average, except on Local Industrial Modified Streets.
The primary entrance shall not be permitted from a parking area, and residential entries must be at the
same elevation as the sidewalk, apart from secondary entries, which allow up to five steps. Windows need
to look out onto the street.
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Streets play an important role in creating a pleasing urban form that encourages walking.
Connectivity, “the number of publicly accessible street intersections per square mile, including
intersections of streets with dedicated alleys and transit rights-of-way,” promotes transportation
efficiency. LEED-ND requires internal connectivity of at least 140 intersections per square mile, and
streets intersecting at street intervals at least every 800 feet. Greater connectivity results in more direct
routes between destinations, allowing for the “network” distance to be not much further than the “crow
fly” distance (Frank 100).
Smaller lots are better (Frank 147) – the coarser the grain, the worse the neighborhood will be for
physical activity. The reason is that typical large commercial and retail developments increase distances
between destinations within the development itself, mostly due to the large surface parking lots that
invariably accompany such development. New York City Active Design Guidelines note: “Try to provide
pedestrians with the most direct possible routes between destinations and with a choice of routes. Avoid
long, continuous blocks” (NYC 37). “Encourage walking by maintaining a network of interconnected
streets and sidewalks. In recent studies, higher street connectivity - as measured by small block sizes, for
example - has been associated with increased pedestrianism.”
CASP has maximum block lengths for each of the three districts. Urban Village blocks are
limited to 450 linear feet in length, Urban Innovation blocks are limited to 600 linear feet, and Urban
Center locks are limited to 500 feet. CASP breaks large parcels of land into smaller pieces with new
accessways. For example, 24-hour publicly accessible pedestrian passageways will divide the current
DWP facility block into six more manageable pieces. These passageways have design standards and
count as open space.
Street design refers to the layout and design of streets and street segments. Streets are where the
majority of physical activity takes place in the built environment; they are where people walk, jog, and
bicycle. Streets connect destinations like parks to one another, and they are where social activities occur.
The more desirable of a street, the more likely certain forms of physical activity will take place: streets
“influence physical activity by shaping one’s desires to engage in such activity within the built
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environment” (Frank 154). According to Jane Jacobs, streets are a city’s “most vital organs,” and “if a
city’s streets look interesting, the city looks interesting” (Frank 154). A pleasant street influences a
person’s perception of the safety, physical, and social attractiveness of the areas immediately adjacent,
increasing the likelihood of walking, jogging, and bicycling.
Streets serve as a stage for social interaction. It is the stage at which social activity occurs, from
planned activities to spontaneous ones, like sitting on a bench, eating or drinking at an outdoor cafe table,
window shopping, playing, conversing with others, people watching, bumping into a neighbor for a chat,
or other activities that are dependent on place and setting (Frank 159). “Pedestrian networks … are almost
always fragmented, meaning that the sidewalk system will abruptly end at one place and then begin again
one, two, or even many blocks later (Frank 100). This is the reality, as most streets are designed with
vehicle traffic flow in mind: “American traffic engineers as well as many transportation planners …
[define streets] in functional terms” based on “Green Book” standards (Frank).
CASP recognizes the need for “shared use of streets not only for moving traffic, but also as the
front door to businesses that are the economic and fiscal foundation of the City and as public outdoor
space for residents and workers” (CASP 10.01). CASP serves to have an efficient but balanced system of
circulation that “defines different types of streets based on their function and community role.”
For example, Collector Modified south of Metro on Ave 26, currently a Secondary Highway with
narrow sidewalks, no street parking, concrete, no landscaping, no trees or shade – “emphasizes multimodal neighborhood travel and serves as a “Main Street” for Urban Villages and Urban Centers. A
Collector Modified Street has one vehicle lane in each direction. Typical features include wide sidewalks,
exclusive bicycle lanes, on-street parking, landscaping, and stormwater BMPs.”
There will be a CASP Streetscape Plan complimentary to Specific Plan and proposed Project
Area. There will be aggressive street modification whereby most of the major arterials are downgraded to
a Modified Collector, provide for wider sidewalks and bike lanes.
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Chapter 4 / Land Use and Toxics Findings on CASP
This chapter assesses the Specific Plan in relation to this report’s Ground Truthing findings,
making a projection as to how overburdened populations will likely be impacted by the Plan in terms of
exposure to environmental hazards and air pollution. A GIS spatial analysis of the proposed Specific Plan
in relation to current sources of hazards and sensitive receptor sites identifies potential land use conflicts
under the Plan. While the previous chapter shows that the Specific Plan can improve environmental
justice by enabling community members of different backgrounds to perform utilitarian physical activity
and active recreation, this chapter highlights concerns that the Plan will continue to allow for
disproportionate exposures to air pollution among overburdened populations, particularly those coming
from mobile sources.

Permitted Uses
The proposed Plan addresses many of the current incompatible land uses by identifying permitted
uses, as well as uses that are prohibited, permitted up to a limit, or permitted under certain conditions.
Some polluting land uses, such as heavy manufacturing and trucking terminals, will not be permitted in
the Plan Area at all, reducing the potential for further environmental injustice in the neighborhood.
However, instead of adhering to the City’s present list of 236 identified uses, the Plan utilizes a more
generalized group of “use categories” to allow for more innovative uses that are currently not permitted
but would be appropriate in one of the Plan’s urban districts. The greater flexibility of the use categories
“[leaves] room for some interpretation,” but the City believes that it is an acceptable trade-off. Some of
the current potentially hazardous land uses, such as scrapyards, are not included in this group of use
categories. One recommendation described in the following chapter is to specify certain non-permitted
standard uses in the Plan to supplement the general use categories.
Currently trucking and transportation terminals burden the southern portion of the Plan Area,
making up a large percentage of the environmental hazards that the community identified. The Plan
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would prohibit this use category – defined as “the dispatching, maintenance, and long-term or short-term
storage of large vehicles such as tractor-trailers [and] catering trucks” – in all districts of the Plan Area,
preventing a further build-up of such facilities. The Plan also restricts warehousing and storage uses,
another identified potential hazard in the Area, to ancillary uses, which are limited to a maximum of ten
percent of the on-site principal use. Ancillary uses are “intended specifically for the use and benefit of the
employees and families, residents, or patrons of nearby … facilities,” and they are not permitted to exceed
a floor area ratio of 1.0. This restriction, along with maximum block length regulations, effectively halts
the growth of large warehouses that presently contribute to increased truck traffic and local air pollution.
Other potentially polluting land uses continue to be permitted, though only through a conditional
use permit, which “does not re-zone the land but specifies conditions under which a particular land use
will be permitted” (50 ARB). Conditional use permits often require a public hearing procedure and
impose specific restrictions to minimize the use’s effect on its surroundings. New uses under the
automobile fueling and service station category, which are currently scattered throughout the Plan Area,
will require a conditional use permit, as would uses under the waste management and remediation
category. The Plan’s parking cap will begin to address the number of large, heat-soaking black asphalt
parking lots in the Plan Area that are currently perceived as environmental hazards in the urban
environment
The three districts in the Plan each permit different use categories to prevent further incompatible
land uses. Truck repair and maintenance facilities are not permitted in the mostly residential Urban
Village, though such a facility sited in an Urban Center or Urban Innovation district adjacent to a place of
residence would still be permitted. In terms of siting sensitive populations, hospitals and nursing care
facilities are only permitted in the Urban Village district, separating these sensitive uses from potential
industrial hazards. Religious and social service organizations are also permitted in the Urban Village, or
in the Urban Center as an ancillary use, but not in the primarily industrial Urban Innovation district.
Recreation and spectator sport facilities are limited to ancillary uses in the Urban Innovation district but
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are permitted elsewhere. Similarly, schools and colleges in the Urban Innovation district are restricted to
those that provide technical training.
Through the permitting of use categories, the Plan prevents the further build-up of some
incompatible land uses between sensitive populations and major environmental hazards. Unfortunately
the Plan itself is only a land use document, and without a comprehensive mechanism by which
development can happen, existing land use conflicts will remain. The following chapter proposes a
comprehensive, community-developed framework to bring about these improvements.

Performance Standards
The Plan imposes a number of performance standards on new projects that developers must
adhere to. These performance standards have the potential to limit exposure to hazards and air pollution
among overburdened communities. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) recommends
performance standards as one of the important “mechanisms for integrating localized air quality concerns
into land use processes” in its Air Quality and Land Use Handbook:
In the context of land use planning, performance standards are requirements imposed on projects
or project categories through conditional use permits to ensure compliance with general plan
policies and local ordinances. These standards could apply to such project categories as
distribution centers, very large gas dispensing facilities, auto body shops, dry cleaners, and metal
platers. Land use agencies may wish to consider adding land use-based performance standards to
zoning ordinances in existing mixed-use communities for certain air pollution project categories.
Such standards would provide certainty and equitable treatment to all projects of a similar nature,
and reserve the more resource intensive conditional or special use permits to projects that require
a more detailed analysis. In developing project design or performance standards, land use
agencies should consult with the local air district. Early and regular consultation can avoid
duplication or inconsistency with local air district control requirements when considering the sitespecific design and operation of a project.
There are two performance standards in the draft Plan that pertain to air quality. One of them
concerns the siting of sensitive land uses, specifically, K-12 schools, residential, or residential portions of
mixed-use Projects. Those uses “shall be located no less than the allowable minimum distances to
existing industrial land uses, or industrial land uses in a new mixed-use development as defined for each
industrial use by the California Air Resources Board (CARB).” However, the Air Resources Board has
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only established guidelines, not regulations, for “allowable minimum distances” between sensitive land
uses and specific industrial land uses. While the City has indicated an interest in establishing these
guidelines as a standard in the Plan Area, sensitive land uses may continue to be sited next to permitted
hazards under the draft Plan. A recommendation described in the following chapter is to require the siting
of all future sensitive land uses to comply with the ARB land use guidelines, or to require a conditional
use permit for sensitive land uses sited less than the recommended allowable minimum distances to
specific industrial uses.
The second air quality performance standard requires sensitive land uses located less than 500
feet from a freeway to “disclose the unhealthful implications of residing within 500 feet of a freeway to
residents who are purchasing or renting housing in these locations and ... implement mitigation measures
to reduce exposure to air pollution.” The following findings suggest there are a number of areas where
sensitive land uses can be sited within 500 feet of a freeway under the Plan.

Finding #1: Concentrations of Sensitive Populations Continue to be Allowed Near Freeways
The Specific Plan rezones several parcels of light manufacturing land into Urban Village districts.
While this rezoning increases the amount of land available for infill development within the Plan Area
and allows the neighborhood to accommodate more residents, this potentially exposes new concentrations
of sensitive receptors to mobile source particulate air pollution from highways and high-traffic roads. For
example, the current Stadco light manufacturing facility is adjacent to the I-5 freeway and will be rezoned
as an Urban Village, which permits up to 90% residential use. The vast majority of light manufacturing to
Urban Village rezoning occurs west of the Los Angeles River, however, which is further away from any
freeways and does not experience the same level of traffic.
Residential areas that are presently adjacent to freeways will continue to expose sensitive
populations to mobile-source particulate pollution. The Plan is ultimately limited in what it can do for
existing R2-R1 homes, indicating that mitigation measures are perhaps the only option to address this
concentration. The existing 900 units of apartments along the I-5 freeway and Avenue 26 which were
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unplanned for will continue to face this same problem, with the City pointing to cleaner, non-polluting
vehicles as a possible solution.*
Major portions of the new Greenway will be located within a close distance to freeways, a reality
of the extensive highway infrastructure that parallels the Arroyo Seco and intersects the Los Angeles
River. The Arroyo Seco and Los Angeles River Confluence Center is shadowed by the I-5 and I-110
interchange, and the Lacy Street Neighborhood Park will continue to be adjacent to the I-110 on-ramp.
The Plan permits the “recreation facilities and spectator sports” use category along the entirety of the
Greenway. A recommendation in the following chapter is to restrict that use along the Greenway in areas
sited within 500 feet of a freeway. The new park in the Fire Department lot sited among an Urban Village
away from any freeways appears to be a better siting of an active recreation facility.

Finding #2: Sensitive Land Uses Continue to be Allowed Within A Close Distance From Hazards
Without requiring future land uses to comply with ARB siting guidelines, or without banning
specific uses (beyond having a use category) that pose an environmental hazard, there is still the potential
for new incompatible land uses. The present truck manufacturing corridor could remain an issue, which is
a permitted use in the Urban Innovation district that abuts homes and leads to traffic. At the same time, if
this Urban Innovation district were to be redeveloped with new green non-polluting industries, the Urban
Innovation ideal, it could serve as a buffer between the R2-1 homes and the heavy industry and
transportation terminals -- the rail yards, the cement manufacturing plant, and the UPS facility -- just
outside the Plan Area. Furthermore, the reduced size of the blocks through urban passageways may
altogether discourage similar uses from continuing.
The Plan needs to take into consideration adjacent, neighboring uses that fall outside the Plan
Area, as well as adjacent major truck traffic corridors such as Main Street. The new Urban Village area
and existing Excel school falls within the buffer of the UPS facilities.
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Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
The draft program Environmental Impact Report, expected to be out May 2011, will provide
further analysis as to how the Plan will impact local air quality, and if it will expose sensitive populations
to environmental hazards. The purpose of the Ground Truthing and this environmental justice profile is to
provide community-based findings, observations, and hypotheses that can supplement the EIR. Once the
DEIR is completed, the city will submit the CASP for review by the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) to further assess this plan. See Appendix C for initial submission.
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Chapter 5 / Vision Moving Forward
The Cornfield Arroyo Seco Specific Plan makes major headway in improving environmental
justice in Lincoln Heights, as an example of how Specific Plans can be an effective tool in addressing the
environmental inequities in overburdened communities. An analysis of CASP suggests that it can
encourage physical activity and public health through utilitarian walking and active recreation, and the
Specific Plan does not permit a number of currently hazardous use categories. However, the Plan does not
completely address the issue of siting sensitive land uses in close proximity to hazards, particularly
mobile-source emissions. This report contributes to existing discussion as to whether smart growth and
infill development in urban areas can improve environmental justice outcomes.

Framework
This report proposes a framework developed after conversations with SEACA staff and members.
At the very core of the debate around the Specific Plan, SEACA is fearful of gentrification and
displacement that could result from redevelopment; they see changes like the Brewery Arts Colony and
new cafes and lofts as an imposing and unwelcome presence that are a threat to local businesses. They
have tried to inform local businesses just outside the proposed Project Area of potential implications of
the Plan, and they assert that the nearby Lincoln Heights Business Improvement District (BID) is equally
fearful of the Redevelopment Plan, afraid of the unfair competition presented by these new businesses. At
the same time, they see local businesses and industries struggling with the economic downturn. They
would like the City to help small businesses in the area to thrive and reinvest in the area with signage
improvements and other enhancements.
Without the Redevelopment Plan, there lacks an impetus for any changes to happen, both for
better or worse. There is an irony in that in order to see the cleaning up of this neighborhood, there is also
the pressure of displacement and change in character. After all, there is no environmental justice if
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environmental health is improved but the existing residents cannot afford to see the benefits of this
change.
Therefore the framework proposed by this report, similar to the Clean Up Green Up framework,
is to advocate for a comprehensive policy solution, one in which there is community-directed
reinvestment into the neighborhood to provide for clean and green living-wage jobs. The City should “use
permitting, tax and utility rebates, and economic incentives to prevent new sources of pollution, begin to
reduce existing pollution, and transform the neighborhoods by attracting new green businesses and
helping existing businesses upgrade and continue to provide jobs.”

Recommendations
Include C ARB Guidelines in the Plan:
The Specific Plan should require the siting of all future sensitive land uses to comply with the CARB
land use guidelines, or require a conditional use permit for sensitive land uses sited less than the
recommended allowable minimum distances to industrial uses. This effectively creates buffer zones
between sensitive receptors and hazards.
Include a Non-Permitted Use List:
The Plan should specify non-permitted North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) or
standard uses to supplement the group of use categories to prevent specific polluting uses.
Conduct Further Research:
The City should conduct further research to assess how the Specific Plan can be a tool for improving
environmental justice outcomes. The Environmental Justice Profile presented in this report serves to
supplement existing and future research that could include more data, more screening, and more
mapping. Researchers are developing scientific techniques to better plan for public health outcomes
from the built environment. Sources of data like in Appendix D, a MATES III SCAQMD mapping of
cancer risk in Southern California, build a case for further environmental justice work in the Lincoln
Heights community.
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Conclusion / Further research
This report reframed the discussion around smart growth and sustainable development by
emphasizing the need to explicitly integrate environmental justice objectives into planning, beyond the
presumption that progressive land use policies automatically equate to healthier communities.
Specifically, this report looked at the environmental justice situation in Lincoln Heights, and it
determined that the community within the Specific Plan was in fact disproportionately burdened by the
effects of air pollution. This report evaluated the Specific Plan and concluded that it holds the potential
for improving the environmental justice situation in the neighborhood.
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Appendix E: Ground Truthing Data
Hazards Identified by the Community
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